When Seconds Count...

Inclement Weather

Missing Child

Maintenance Issue

Intruder

Community Threat

Is Your Campus Prepared...
To respond quickly to these unexpected events?
To know at a glance who has acknowledged the impending event?
To send emergency notifications to multiple devices simultaneously?
To receive quick updates from teachers during a lockdown?
To measure awareness and response times for routine drills?

Emergency Alert

Teachers and staff are one click away from
informing those who need to know about the
event first: security and administration.

ALERT: Emergency Alert initiated at
10:02 AM from Mrs. Jones’ Classroom.
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Text Message

When seconds count...
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Upon receipt of the message, those in charge
can quickly issue a lockdown event with a
simple click that goes out to multiple devices
both on and off site.
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Security and first responders can continue to
supervise the status of all areas and stay informed
of changes or updates from staff by watching
the AssureCom Event Management Interface.
Let AssureCom monitor classroom status instead
of sending personnel.
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PROMOTES IMPROVEMENT
AssureCom is an invaluable training tool for
you to use in routine drills and our constantly
updated Event Management Interface will
help your security and administration
personnel identify areas for improvement.

Students

Parents
Peace of mind that
technology is in place
to help manage a
crisis situation

Assurance that their school environment
has a seamless process for effectively
communicating and keeping those in
charge constantly informed

THE

Teachers & Staff
Confidence they can quickly
inform those in charge of an
unexpected situation without
leaving their classroom and
the students in their care

IMPACTT

Education $
Security & Administration
Management of an
unexpected event from one
dynamic user interface that
will integrate with systems
already in place

First Responders
Budgets
Assurance that new
technology will integrate
with systems in place – no
need to rip and replace

At Telecor, we have been in the business of providing
leading communication technology to schools for
over 35 years. We can’t prevent a crisis situation in
our schools but we can help you KNOW the
situation is present, INFORM those around you, and
CONFIRM they have taken action.
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Reliable two-way
communication capabilities
with constant updates from
areas of concern

Call your Telecor Representative today and learn
more about how AssureCom will work for your
school and remove the guesswork in a crisis…
because seconds count.
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